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Chapter 90 - Memorable Night 

They kept making out for a long time, feeling the flavor of the priceless wine 

they had just drunk on each other's mouth. 

Seth enjoyed every single second of that intimate moment. It was making him 

forget about his responsibilities and troubles. 

The beautiful elf woman on the other hand, started to feel like a long asleep 

lust was awakening inside of her. She didn't know how long has it passed 

since she felt something like that, she was starting to think that she didn't even 

feel something like this before, because fate has denied her that kind of 

pleasure. 

As they were running out of breath and were about to separate from their long 

kissing session, a bit of reason dawned on Seth. 

He was in an expedition to raise his strength and acquire more power and 

resources, but out of nowhere he found a building, where he finds a 

mysterious woman that he hits on... and he has not even asked her name yet. 

However, he seemed to have forgotten about everything and jumped directly 

to courting her. 

His attitude was really out of place and he was feeling way too confident. It's 

not like he didn't have the rights to feel confident. He was a confident person 

normally and had the talent and power to back that up, but lately, he was 

confident enough to jump even the basics. 

In the situation he was right now, looking towards the grand scheme of things, 

he had no more luxury to back down any longer, he could only go forward. Be 

it on acquiring resources, or courting a lady. 

"Lady. Pardon my rudeness, but only now did I realize that I didn't ask for your 

name. Let me introduce myself properly first..." 
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"Wait..." The woman put a finger on his lips, stopping him from talking. 

"I don't need to hear your name, nor do you need to know anything about me. 

Let's make it a one-night stand and sate our desires." Her eyes seemed a bit 

hazy and there were many kinds of emotions affecting her right now. 

Seth was thinking that it would be the wrong time to add up one more 

responsibility on his shoulders and even considered stopping the act, but 

when she told him to make it a one-time thing, he threw caution to the wind, 

advancing even further. 

He had a lot of things he needed to take care of, but just for tonight, he would 

forget everything while accompanying the lady. 

Seth once again started to kiss her, but now a bit more aggressively and full of 

desires. He could not contain himself any longer, the blonde elf carried an 

aura of maturity and sexiness that made his blood boil. 

She was feeling something similar of what Seth was currently feeling, but for 

her, this situation was something she would never have thought it would ever 

happen. Just the fact that he was standing there was already a miracle in her 

eyes. A surprise, a really pleasant surprise. 

As they were making out, things started to escalate to the next level. Seth was 

already roaming his hands freely around the white and smooth skin of her 

back. He slipped his hands inside her dress, enjoying her warmth. 

However, before his hands could reach a critical place, she stopped him 

before saying: "Come with me to a more conformable place." 

She started to pull him towards the stairs, dragging Seth to a room on the 

second floor. It seemed to be a private room, a bedroom. It was really 

spacious and there were some kinds of herbs slowly burning in a small pot, 

making the environment bathe in a sweet smell. 



As soon as they entered, she assaulted Seth, resuming their play from where 

they have stopped before. 

Very quickly they were already on the bed, glued like two inseparable 

magnets. 

Seth observed the white luster of her skin without any clothes, it was pristine 

and pale, as if it was sculpted out of white jade. Her sexy and mature body 

was inviting him to stay the night, and that was what he was going to do. 

Seth's body was also something that amazed the elf lady. He wasn't as slim 

as she thought he would be. His clothes were hiding a very attractive 

physique that showed the line of his muscles. She caressed his arms and 

chest, enjoying the firm sensation they brought to her hands. 

Now more than ever, they felt attraction towards each other, making this night 

an unforgettable memory. 
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When Seth woke up, the sun was already shining bright on the skies. He 

remembered the wild session he had with the woman he just met last night 

and turned around to see if she was still sleeping. However, he discovered 

that she wasn't there anymore. 

He wanted to see her again, in order to at least say goodbye. The last night 

made his mood improve by a lot, making him ready to take things head on. 

He stood up and prepared some things, because he was planning to travel 

until he reached one of the Elven Kingdom main cities today. Even with his 

fast speed, it would be a long travel until he reached the capital, Ereinrith City. 



Although he was making haste in order to reach that place, he was actually a 

little early for the tournament. There was a bit more than five weeks until the 

Wild Games officially started, giving him plenty of time to gather a bit more of 

information or to get some treasures he wanted. 

That is why his first destination was a city called Irumdell, the closest big elven 

city from the human territory. It was really famous for being a trading channel 

between both races. There were multiple market places around the city and 

Seth was going to test his luck there, since he had a lot of resources to spend. 

He left the room and went down the stairs, but still didn't see the lady he had 

the pleasure to spend the night with. 

'Sigh... I guess we will not be crossing our paths again...' 

Seth left the building and sprinted towards the woods, continuing to travel 

towards his destination. His mood was way lighter now and the aura around 

him seemed to be renewed last night, overflowing resolution. 

After he disappeared between the sea of trees, a beautiful elf appeared out of 

thin air inside the Evergreen Tavern. She looked towards the place Seth left 

while holding a crystal on her hands. 

There was a kind of red liquid inside of it and she observed it with a serious 

look. There were many different emotions passing through her eyes. The man 

she just met, was a person very mysterious, a person directly connected with 

the things she desired. 

She broke the crystal and the red liquid hovered in the air. She knew that if 

even that drop of crystalline liquid that was previously inside had been 

infected by the red energy, turning red, there was nothing that could possibly 

purify it then. 

'If it cannot be purified, it must be destroyed.' 



A green aura appeared around her whole body and the air and vegetation 

around the entire place started to decay, dying very quickly. She forced that 

energy to collide with the red drop of liquid, making both energies clash. 

However, the red energy wasn't infused by Qi or Mana at all, while her green 

energy contained an immense amount of Mana, making it overwhelming. 

Purification was out of question, so it only left her with the second option... To 

extinguish it. 

However, outside of her expectations, she could only slowly defeat and 

extinguish the red energy. With the difference in power, it was something 

supposed to happen instantly, not in a slow process like what have happened. 

'This energy is stronger than I thought. I don't even know how is he able to 

house that kind of energy without dying.' 

After finally extinguishing that energy, she had a very bad premonition. 

'What is all this about? What is actually this energy that came from the 

Forbidden Grounds?' 

A lot of questions appeared, but none of them had answers yet. She would 

need to keep investigating it, or else it could be a calamity sooner or later. 

After eight more hours running inside the Ygnolia forest, Seth finally found the 

exit on the other side. It was just that he expected to be right outside the 

Irumdell city gates, not in a small village, like he currently was. It meant that 

the map he acquired on the Hilkhell city was actually inaccurate. 

"Damn it! This map is useless." Seth burned the map with his normal flames. 

"What are you going to do now?" Lexi asked. 

"Sigh... I can only ask for directions. At least we are inside a village." 

"It's good to see you frustrated at least once. You deserve it after making me 

witness such a beastly scene last night." 



"Huh? I didn't show you anything, you were the one that was watching." 

"Truly shameless. Too shameless." Lexi left and refused to talk with him. 

Seth could only discover a way out of this situation alone, entering the village. 

For the elves living inside this village, it wasn't that uncommon to see a human 

figure, so they didn't give him any hostile gazes. 

Seth asked the villagers around and they roughly told him that he was 

practically a hundred thousand meter off the mark. However, he didn't get 

disheartened, since he could cover that distance easily while running with his 

Mana Control cultivation base. 

There was nothing much he could do inside such a small village, so he 

directly left after thanking those villagers. 

 


